1. Map of the Great Western Cemetery in the Giza Necropolis
3. Plan of the principal tombs in Cemetery G 6000. Surveyed and drawn by Charles V. Belson
4. Architectural cross-section through superstructures of tombs G 6010, 6020, 6030, 6040.
Surveyed and drawn by Charles V. Belson
5. Axonometric drawing of tomb G 6040, showing the position of shafts and burial chambers. Re-surveyed and drawn by Charles V. Belson
6. General plan of G 6010 showing chamber designations. Drawn by A. Floroff

7. General plan of G 6020 and G 6030 showing chamber designations. Drawn by A. Floroff
8. General plan of G 6040 showing chamber designations. Drawn by A. Floroff
9. G 6010: First chamber, east wall, northern half, texts [1.1-1.4]
10. G 6010: First chamber, east wall, southern half, seated figure of Neferbauptah, text [1.5].
See p. 22 for missing text [1.6]
11. G 6010: First chamber, east wall, southern half, texts [1.7-1.16]
13. G 6010: Second chamber, west wall, southern end. text [1.25]
14. G 6010: Second chamber, west wall, northern end, text [1.26]
15. G 6010: Doorway into the third chamber, drum, text [1.27]
16. G 6010: Doorway into the third chamber, south jamb, texts [1.28–1.30]
17. G 6010: Doorway into the third chamber, north jamb, texts [1.31–1.32]
19. G 6010: Third chamber, above doorway
21. G 6010: Third chamber, west wall, architrave, text (1.41)
22. G 6010: Third chamber, west wall, central section, texts [1.42-1.45]
27. G 6020: First chamber, east wall, first and second registers, texts [2.8-2.13]
28. G 6020: First chamber, east wall, first register, above doorway
chamber, north wall, texts [2.56-2.66]
33. G 6020: Second chamber, east wall, text [2.67]
34. G 6020: Second chamber, south wall, eastern section, texts [2.68-2.77]
36. G 6020: Second chamber, south wall, western section, main figure and offerings texts (2.84-2.87)
37. G 6020: Second chamber, south wall, western section, lower register, texts [2.88-2.92]